Reflect

Workout-ready, in-ear sport headphones

Versions:
MFI - Apple iOS
Android

Versions:
MFI - Apple iOS

Versions:
MFI - Apple iOS

Sport headphones from JBL to drive you closer to your goals.
The ultimate workout partner, the Reflect combines cutting-edge style with innovative features.
Providing legendary sound in a workout-ready headphones design, it puts you well on your
way to achieving your athletic goals. Designed to stay secure in your ears, these ergonomic,
stay-put headphones are engineered to withstand the rigors of your most energetic workout.

Versions:
MFI - Apple iOS

Features
Brightly-reflective, sweat-proof cord design
Ergonomic ear-tips and angled ear pieces
Cable management system with serious
attraction
Extension cable for ‘just the right length’
iOS® or universal remote control/mic
	Groundbreaking JBL-quality sound

Reflect

Workout-ready, in-ear sport headphones

Brightly-reflective, sweat-proof cord design
Be seen, no matter the conditions – the Reflect’s cable provides high visibility in low light, perfect for
night time runners.
Ergonomic ear-tips and angled ear pieces
Designed to stay in your ear no matter what you put them through.
Cable management system with serious attraction
In-built magnets keep your buds on stand-by; when not in use, wrap the buds around your neck and
watch them click together. No more loose cables!
Extension cable for ‘just the right length’
Cable options simplified – mount your device wherever you prefer. The short length makes it easy for
arm-band aficionados and the long length allows hip or pocket mounting of your device.

What’s in the box:
1 pair of JBL Synchros Reflect in-ear sport
headphones with in-line 3-button remote/mic
and magnetic cable management system
3 sizes of ergonomic sport ear-tips
Extension cable
Carry pouch

Technical Specifications:
	Premium 8.5mm dynamic driver
Frequency response: 10Hz – 22kHz
Connection: 3.5mm jack

iOS® or universal remote control/mic
Connectivity. Convenience. Peace-of-mind. Take calls, control tracks and adjust volume with rugged,
sweat-proof inline controls. Choose iOS® for Apple devices, or universal for compatibility with most
other devices.
Groundbreaking JBL-quality sound
Dual 8.5mm drivers give you thumping bass and clear vocals for the ultimate pump-you-up track.
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